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It doesn’t seem possible that we can be so close to the end of the school year.  As you can
see, we’re still hard at work.  Please be sure that your child continues to get plenty of sleep
and eats a good breakfast!  Having a water bottle at school is also very helpful for these
warmer days.  Let’s finish strong!

Religion
Jesus calls us and fills us with His Spirit.
The Holy Spirit gives us a living faith and
helps us bring other people to know
Jesus.

Memory Work
Next week’s assignment is the entire
Apostles’ Creed.

Math
When we subtract 10 from a number, we
count backwards by tens.  Only the digit
in the tens column changes.  Example -
34-10=24.  A polygon is a closed figure
with straight sides.    We took a look at a
quarter and practiced counting by 25’s to
100. Rectangular prism was added to
our list of 3-D shapes.  When subtracting
two-digit numbers such as 54-21=33,
always start with the digits in the ones
column.  This will be very important when
the children begin borrowing when
subtracting in 2nd grade.

Reading
In Lesson 27 we will sound out words
where igh, y, and ie say the long sound of
/i/ as in night, shy, and pie. Homographs
are words that look the same but have a
different meaning and may be
pronounced differently. Wind is an
example.  The test for Lesson 28 will be
on Friday.

Science
The leaves of a plant use water, sunlight,
and air to make food for the plant.

Grammar
Pronouns take the place of nouns. He,
she, it, and they are pronouns.  We
completed the Unit 5 review on Thursday.
The test for Unit 5 will be on Tuesday.

Spanish
The test for Unit 4 will be on
Wednesday.  The vocabulary list was
sent home earlier this week.




